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to be used on the enemy battleships at middling ranges. But
at a certain stage the torpedo developed an effective range
practically equal to that of these Q,.F. guns. To fight outside
torpedo range meant fighting at big-gun range only; and hence
the idea of the all-big-gun ship. The Dreadnought could fire
eight 12-inch guns on a broadside, her predecessors only four;
and her superiority in firing ahead or astern was even greater.1
Later battleships were designed to fire all their ten big guns on
either broadside; and before long the 6-inch QJF. guns came
back, necessitating, of course, heavier tonnage. The Dreadnought,
completed in 1906, was 17,900 tons; the Iron Duke, completed
in 1913, was 25,000. The difference was accounted for partly
by the Iron Duke's carrying sixteen 6-inch guns; partly by her
ten big guns being 13-5-inch instead of 12-inch; and partly by
her engines developing 33,000 instead of 23,000 horse-power.
The Dreadnought and Invincible, it should be mentioned, were the
first turbine-engined capital ships in any navy, and being much
faster than previous ships in their respective classes could hold
their enemy at distance.
Fisher had genius, and in matters li£e these revealed extra-
ordinary foresight. But he was also an egotist, and too apt to
forget that no great service can live on one man's brains. It was
not in his line to advocate or establish a proper general staff.
The results of the omission were unfortunate, and not really
repaired by the 'Naval War Staff' set up in 1912. After Fisher's
retirement in 1910 the British admiralty had no peculiar
advantage over the German in personal talent, while the latter
had at the top the organization which the former lacked. Conse-
quently when the war came, the German navy proved superior
at many vital points. Great Britain had spent so much more
money, that her fleet's huge lead in number of ships and weight
of guns saw it through. But the Germans' gunnery and range-
finders were better, and they had a far better high-explosive
shell; consequently, ship for ship, they registered more hits and
did more damage with them. They started the war with a large
supply of very effective mines; whereas there were hardly any
effective mines in the British service until (incredible as it may
seem) 1917. They were also well equipped from the start with
aircraft for naval scouting, whereas the British navy was not.
1 Besides its more obvious advantages, the multiplication of big guns of uniform
calibre greatly facilitated range-finding by salvoes.

